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Q.1 As autumn comes, my hair begin to fall, every morning. I always found much hair on
my pillow, I don’t know if it is normal or not. What can I do to protect them from falling?
Most of the time, hair falling have nothing to do with the season, but if you have experienced it for
several years and the hair come back on it’s own every time, that might be your particular unique
quality.

We are all different and not every change suddenly mean there is something wrong.

We do loose our hair on a regular basis.

Our hair renewed itself all the time.

For example, do

you know that our lashes only live up to about two months? Yet we hardly know that they do.
This is why anything done to our lashes can never last a long time. They do fall out. Should
you experience unusual amount of hair lost, you will certainly notice it.

Either you see much

more hair in your hairbrush, the pillow or the floor. The hair on the head feel fewer and thinner.
Sometime, you might even see some clear bold spots on your scalp or along your eyelashes.
These are signs that your body is going through a struggle with some form of change.

It can be

from outside assault, such as from hair coloring, hair permanent, hot iron, they all can contribute
to damage hair, which contribute to breakage. It can be a form of deficiency of some minerals in
the body, it can also be a form of hormone imbalance and it can also be perpetuated by stress. It
is one of the ways our body let us know that we need to give ourselves some attention.
Do you know that many women also experience many hair lost right after having a baby?

Yet

during pregnancy, many women experience thick healthy hair. Anytime the body undergo a
change, it is a bit of a struggle and the body need some loving support. It is this very important
message that we often overlooked. Support does not mean to take some form of medications, the
experience might not have anything to do with a disease.
Should you be experiencing rapid hair lost, here are some tips to keep in mind:
1. Do not shampoo your hair too often and avoid using a soapy shampoo, which will strip off any
natural oil left behind.
2. Do use some conditioner after shampooing, to avoid tangling when combing the hair after.
3. Avoid using too hot and too much hair drying. This too can contribute to hair breakage.
4. Do not expose your hair too much in the sun. Wear a hat or bring an umbrella if you are going
to be in the sun for a an extended period of time.
5. Look into your own eating habits. Your body might lack some form of nutritional support.
6. How are you doing with the rest of your body.

Do you have some issue in other areas?
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Q.2 I was upset by the irregular menstruation. Sometimes it comes half month earlier than
before, and sometimes I have a stomach ache. So what can I do? May I use some medicine?
Have you always experienced irregular menstruation? Some women indeed do not ovulate
monthly. There is really nothing wrong with that. It can also change overtime with maturity.
Sometime after having the first child, a women menstruate more regularly. Unless, this is an
experience that recently happened to you. There might be some hormonal issue that you might
need to address. Having a complete hormone test done can be useful.
Certainly lifestyle and
stress can have a great influence on our hormone today. An imbalance in our hormone can often
lead to many other things. Unfortunately taking medicine for this only camouflage what your
body is trying to tell you. Taking some pain medication in conjunction with learning what might
cause the pain would be useful. Ask your doctor for a test, if you might be experiencing low of
progesterone.
Q.3 There are so many moisture products on the market. And their ingredients are all
different from each other, so would you please introduce me some most popular products, what
are their main ingredients and how they work.
how to choose them?

And for those people who have sensitive skin,

Indeed, every cosmetic company will claim they have the newest patented formula. The larger
the company, the louder their campaign is to be heard. How can you know, whom to believe and
which one is the right one for you. Honestly, it is not possible! This is why most people buy
cosmetics by trial and error. Who can you believe and trust? If only you know how your skin
feel and all cosmetic companies want are for you to buy their products.

This is exactly when a

good professional aestheticians can lent a helping hand. They are more informed about the skin
and are more exposed to what is new in the field of skin care. If they have worked on your skin,
they should have a much better idea of what yours skin is lacking of and help you find the steps on
how to take better care of the skin.
Keep in mind that the ingredient list in the bottle, tube or jars are only partial explanation of what
goes in to that product. No cosmetic companies will ever claim their trait secrets on the labels.
Today, cosmetics are far more superior than the old ones. There are definitely a different,
between over the counter brand versus the professional brands. Especially in the percentage
amount of their active ingredient. Professional brands products have a narrower target to address
a certain skin condition. They normally also do not have as large of a budget to market their
products, since it is mostly relying on the professional recommendation. Professional products
can offer greater improvement, but it also can create greater challenge if it is not used properly.
Over the counter brand sell romance. Nicer packaging, often more pleasant fragrance and
sometime even an invitation to receive an extra gift after you buy them.
Buying cosmetics is a life experience, where not just you will learn more about your skin and
cosmetic in general, you can learn a great deal about yourself as well. Where your priorities are
and how you make your choices.

It is a life dance.

If I should ever be able to say, one
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moisturizer that is the best and everyone should use it, I will deprive you from that life experience.
Fortunately, there is no such a thing as the best moisturizer. The best moisturizer for you might
not be the best moisturizer for me. More important is to learn of the character of the product and
learn to honestly listen to what your skin is telling you. Does it like heavy cream or does it only
like light moisturizers? Is the skin very oily and shiny or is the skin dull and scaly? Where do
you live and what season are you in? This all play an important role in finding the right choice
of a moisturizer.
Should you experience sensitive skin, make sure it is not because the skin is too dry.

All dry and

dehydrated skin are prone to be more sensitive. It is important to address this dryness right away,
with some healing and soothing cream. They should not contain much fragrant as it contributes
to the skin sensitivity.
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